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Mean Girls meets Black Beauty in Horse Girl by celebrated author Carrie Seim--a funny and

tender middle-grade novel about finding your forever herd."This book is funny and exciting.

Beautifully portrays both the pleasures and risks of riding horses and also of being a teen. Very

original, and a great pleasure to read."--Jane Smiley, Pulitzer Prize-winning author Wills is a

seventh grader who's head-over-hoof for horses, and beyond excited when she gets the

chance to start training at the prestigious Oakwood Riding Academy. But Amara--the Queen of

the #HorseGirls--and her posse aren't going to let the certifiably dork-tagious Wills trot her way

into their club so easily. Between learning the reins of horse riding, dealing with her Air Force

pilot mom being stationed thousands of miles from home, and keeping it together in front of

(gasp!) Horse Boys, Wills learns that becoming a part of the #HorseGirl world isn't easy. But

with her rescue horse, Clyde, at her side, it sure will be fun.Complete with comedic, original

hoof notes to acquaint the less equestrian among us, Horse Girl delivers everything a young

readers wants: mean girls, boy problems, and embarrassingly goofy dad jokes. And it does so

on the back of a pony.

“A book of exceptional wit and heart, a rare and dangerous combination. Seim clears

every jump with grace.” — Matthew Aldrich, screenwriter of Disney/Pixar’s Coco "From the

deliciously zippy dialogue to the hilarious misadventures of a sassy equestrian misfit (who

among us didn’t plot a “Grand Theft Equine” of our favorite pony?) and her equine

accomplices, Carrie Seim perfectly captures what it means to be a true 'HORSE GIRL' circa-

now — and always." — Sarah Maslin Nir, staff reporter,The New York Times,and author

ofHorse Crazy: The Story of A Woman and A World in Love with An Animal “Horse Girl had my

daughter enthralled. Carrie Seim’s writing is both funny and poignant. She spins a

heartwarming tale of ‘finding your forever herd’ that will connect with kids and families of all

kinds. There’s even an awkward dad character. (Ahem.) No comment.” — Dana Gould, writer/

co-executive producer of The Simpsons“Horse Girl really captures a horse lover’s imagination

with its spirited story and girl talk. What a great idea and a fun read.” — Soledad

O'Brien, Peabody-award winning broadcast journalist, author and executive producerFrom

School Library JournalGr 3-5-Seventh grader Wills (or Willa) has always been a true horse girl,

so when her family moves to Nebraska from California, she finally gets her chance to take

horseback riding lessons. Wills is excited to begin her horse girl journey, but there are

challenges. Whereas Wills is just learning how to properly ride and jump a horse, her riding

partners at Oakwood Riding Academy are years ahead of her. Plus they all seem to ride their

thoroughbred horses so elegantly, while extra-tall Wills gets paired with an equally tall

Clydesdale horse named Clyde Lee. Needing one more rider to participate in the annual

Oakwood Invitational competition, Wills must gain the approval of horse captain and champion

Amara, learn how to ride without Clyde, and find out who is leaving her mysterious handwritten

notes. This narrative offers a fun story of fitting in, a slight mystery, and friendly competition.

Wills's mom is deployed overseas as a pilot in the air force, and her father is caring for Wills

and her 16-year-old sister. Pages include footnotes with further information on horse etiquette

and vocabulary, handwritten notes, and text message conversations. Characters are described

only by their hair color. Wills has frizzy dark hair, and three of the other girls (triplets) have

blonde hair. VERDICT A great alternative to the more mean-girl "Canterwood Crest" series,



without losing the relatable preteen voice and story line.-Anna Taylor, Chattanooga, TN;�†2•

Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No

redistribution permitted. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by

permission. All rights reserved.Chapter One “Heads up! Center oxer!” Amara’s voice echoes

through the indoor riding ring as she and Silver Streak—a gorgeous, leggy black jumper—

canter toward a wooden fence in perfect rhythm. Even their glossy ponytails bounce at the

exact same time. Which is completely annoying. And then mesmerizing. And then annoying for

tricking me into being mesmerized. Ugh. Amara is oh-sopolitely warning everyone at Oakwood

Riding Academy to get out of her way. Move it or lose it, breeches. She’s basically Queen of the

#HorseGirls (as her Tshirt helpfully explains to anyone who wasn’t clear on this point), so we

all clickclick at our steeds, who scatter like stable mice. Or at least they’re supposed to. I,

however, am perched on Clyde Lee—one of the oldest, giant-est, willful-est horses at

Oakwood. Clyde is half Clydesdale, half thoroughbred, and 100 percent not budging. He and I

got matched up because I’m what they call a “novice” rider, aka “inexperienced,” aka “Peasant

of the #HorseGirls.” Clyde is massive—several hands higher than any other horse here—a

sturdy bay with white feathers on three of his fetlocks and an ivory blaze down his muzzle, sort

of like he got caught with his nose and three hooves in a jar of vanilla frosting. Which, um, I can

relate. Being half draft horse, he’s what my grandmother would call “big boned”—Clyde wasn’t

bred for delicate dressage or breezy show jumping. His hooves are each the size of a medium

pizza! But he works his heart out in the ring. And he’s always down for a snack. In other words,

we totally get each other. I’m not sure if I was built for my life, either. My name might as well be

“Wow, You’re Tall for a Girl.” And let’s face it—walking my Breyer model horses through the

miniature jump course in my bedroom and wearing breeches to school might have been cute in

fourth grade, but it makes me certifiably dorktagious in seventh. (In my defense: 1. It’s a

visualization exercise! 2. Breeches were invented way before yoga pants. You do your

athleisure and I’ll do mine.) I honestly don’t care if everyone at school thinks I’m a horse-girl

weirdo. I think anyone who doesn’t love horses is a weirdo. Ponies are my passion, and I am

leaning in. Unfortunately, Clyde is only mine on lesson days. My family can’t afford our own

horse, unlike most of the girls at Oakwood, who were practically born in a tack room. So we

have to make the most of our time together. Clyde Lee may be “just” a stable horse, but that

“just” is the single best thing to happen in my entire life. On the day of my riding lessons, I run

(gallop) home from school and fly up to my room as fast as my clumsy feet can go. I usually

throw on my favorite practice shirt—barn hair, don’t care—over the aforementioned breeches,

which I’ve had on since approximately 7:00 a.m. I braid my frizzy waves into two tight halos, tug

on my boots, and snap on my velvet helmet. Tada, I’m ready! Roughly two hours before my

lesson. “Nice crash helmet, Wills!” My dad finds this joke equally funny every time he says it.

He thinks my turnout—the fancy word for gear worn by #HorseGirls and their steeds—is

hilarious. I find his cargo shorts and dad sneakers similarly hilarious. And by the way, my real

name is Willa, but everyone seems to find that extra syllable just a liiiiittle too much effort, so

across the universe, I am known as Wills. (Even Amara’s name soars through the air. Just say

it: Amaaaaaara. Now try Wills . . . thud.) But when we’re finally at the stable, Clyde doesn’t care

what my name is or how many times I have gently nudged his flanks, asking him to please,

pretty please, move. He only cares about staying right here. In this exact spot. For the rest of

time. My tongue flicks out another clickclick. Nothing. I lean forward in my saddle, then pull one

of his reins to the right, hoping he might turn a little and slide into gear. “Come on, boy,” I

whisper as Amara glares at me. “I know you need your me-time, but must it be right now?” It

must, apparently. “I have snacks back at the paddock,” I quietly plead. “Carrots! Apples! These



all could be yours!” “Heads up!” Amara calls out again—several notes shriller this time—circling

around for a second approach. She’s aiming for an oxer jump—two greenandwhitestriped

rails that can be configured a bunch of ways but are currently staggered so that the front pole

is a bit lower than the back—in the center of the ring. Exactly where Clyde has parked us.

Since I’ve been taking riding lessons for only a couple of months, we aren’t supposed to be

anywhere near the oxer. Clyde and I are supposed to be working on ground poles. That’s when

my instructor, Georgia, lays a few wooden rails flat on the ground, then Clyde and I practice the

steps and pace and positions and idea of jumping without, you know, actually jumping. And

we’re supposed to get the heck out of the way when the real jumpers come through. That was

the first thing Georgia taught us on day one. The number one, most important, brand-this-in-

your-brain rule. Otherwise, someone could get hurt. Or worse . . . annoy Amara. Who has just

veered around us yet again. (Ugh!!) Even Silver Streak is glaring at me now, nostrils

flared. Then, as if things weren’t bad enough, a deep voice rumbles: “Look alive, Wills!” OMG.

It’s my dad. Everyone at Oakwood—Georgia, the other girls taking lessons, the stable hands,

several camera-phone-wielding parents, Amara, and even (I swear) Silver Streak turn to look at

him as he loudly “encourages me” from the side of the ring. OMG. OMG. “You’re blocking traffic,

kiddo!” Oh no, Luis Valdez and Gray Dawson are looking, too! (They’re the only boys who take

lessons at Oakwood, and they’re a grade older than me, but since they don’t know I exist, I try

to keep the feeling mutual. Plus, if I glance at them, my cheeks liquefy into a shade of extra-hot

salsa, which is not a cute look on me.) I bend toward Clyde’s ear, trying to hide my scarlet face

in his black mane. “Clyde, I’m going to tell you a secret,” I breathe. “You are the only one in the

entire world who can save me right now. Everyone is watching us. Are you familiar with the

term ‘social outcast’?” There’s no response. Guess that’s a no. He’s too busy enjoying his new

career as a frozen ice sculpture. Amara guides Silver Streak back into position. “Georgia?” she

trills in a sickly sweet voice. “Wills doesn’t seem to be paying attention?” Wait, Amara knows

my name? Oh. Of course she does, since my dad just blared it across the stable. “Remember

your training, Wills,” Georgia chimes in. I take a breath and snap into focus. “Go!” I command,

giving Clyde a firm squeeze with my calves and shifting my weight forward in one last,

desperate attempt to save us from certain horsegirl ruin. By some miracle, Clyde trots forward.

Maybe I gave him clearer direction this time, maybe he reconsidered the apple offer, or maybe

he’s just as afraid of Amara as I am. In any case, we make it out of the way—but just barely.

Sweet relief! Amara and Silver Streak gallop toward the jump—Amara in a twopoint position,

hovering just above his back. She gathers her reins and leans into his neck, the thoroughbred

gracefully lifts his legs in the air, and she sinks closer to him as they float . . . majestically . . .

magically . . . effortlessly . . . through the air. Everyone in the stable stares, spellbound. I hold

my breath. The world seems to slow down as I, too, lean forward and shift in my own saddle—

soaring vicariously with them. Except I am now moving. And it is not

vicarious. “Aaaaaahhhhhh!” Clyde takes off, bounding after Silver Streak. Apparently energized

by a serious case of FOMO, Clyde decides he won’t be left behind at the boring ground poles.

He strides closer and closer to the oxer as I jostle in my seat, barely clinging to the reins as

one of my clumsy feet slips out of its stirrup. I slide offkilter, slithering down the saddle leather.

Suddenly the arena is zipping past me sideways as Clyde’s mediumpizza hooves gallop away.

Galumphgalumph-galumph! “Whoa!” I yell, tightening my abs and attempting to grip the reins

from my diagonal, half-upsidedown position. And just as he’s beginning to stretch his neck

into a gigantic leap, snatching us both into the Air o’ Doom, Clyde—for once—listens to

me. Swooosh! He slams on the brakes, stopping short and veering left. My body, still

screaming along at full speed, misses the memo, flipping above the saddle and then—



wheeeeeeeee!—straight over the top rail of the oxer. And into the dirt. Thud. . . . My first jump! --

This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorCarrie is the author of the bestselling

adventure series The Flying Flamingo Sisters (hailed by The New York Times as a Best

Audiobook for Road Trips with Kids) as well as Horse Girl, her new comedic middle-grade

novel for Penguin Random House.She's served as a staff writer for Nickelodeon and you can

hear her voice in several audiobooks, animated series and commercials. As a journalist and

essayist, she's contributed to The New York Times, The Atlantic, Cosmopolitan, The New York

Post, McSweeney's, Architectural Digest and the book Mortified: Love is a Battlefield. --This

text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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FortyAcknowledgmentsEpigraphAbout the AuthorCHAPTER ONE“Heads up! Center

oxer!”Amara’s voice echoes through the indoor riding ring as she and Silver Streak—a

gorgeous, leggy black jumper—canter toward a wooden fence in perfect rhythm. Even their

glossy ponytails bounce at the exact same time. Which is completely annoying. And then

mesmerizing. And then annoying for tricking me into being mesmerized. Ugh.Amara is oh-so-

politely warning everyone at Oakwood Riding Academy to get out of her way. Move it or lose it,

breeches. She’s basically Queen of the #HorseGirls (as her T-shirt helpfully explains to anyone

who wasn’t clear on this point), so we all click-click at our steeds, who scatter like stable

mice.Or at least they’re supposed to.I, however, am perched on Clyde Lee—one of the oldest,

giant-est, willful-est horses at Oakwood. Clyde is half Clydesdale, half thoroughbred, and 100

percent not budging.He and I got matched up because I’m what they call a “novice” rider, aka

“inexperienced,” aka “Peasant of the #HorseGirls.” Clyde is massive—several hands higher

than any other horse here—a sturdy bay with white feathers on three of his fetlocks and an

ivory blaze down his muzzle, sort of like he got caught with his nose and three hooves in a jar

of vanilla frosting.*Which, um, I can relate.Being half draft horse, he’s what my grandmother

would call “big boned”—Clyde wasn’t bred for delicate dressage or breezy show jumping. His

hooves are each the size of a medium pizza! But he works his heart out in the ring. And he’s

always down for a snack. In other words, we totally get each other.*I’m not sure if I was built for

my life, either. My name might as well be “Wow, You’re Tall for a Girl.” And let’s face it—walking

my Breyer model horses through the miniature jump course in my bedroom and wearing

breeches to school might have been cute in fourth grade, but it makes me certifiably dork-

tagious in seventh. (In my defense: 1. It’s a visualization exercise! 2. Breeches were invented

way before yoga pants. You do your athleisure and I’ll do mine.)*I honestly don’t care if



everyone at school thinks I’m a horse-girl weirdo. I think anyone who doesn’t love horses is a

weirdo. Ponies are my passion, and I am leaning in.Unfortunately, Clyde is only mine on lesson

days. My family can’t afford our own horse, unlike most of the girls at Oakwood, who were

practically born in a tack room. So we have to make the most of our time together.Clyde Lee

may be “just” a stable horse, but that “just” is the single best thing to happen in my entire life.

On the day of my riding lessons, I run (gallop) home from school and fly up to my room as fast

as my clumsy feet can go.I usually throw on my favorite practice shirt—BARN HAIR, DON’T

CARE—over the aforementioned breeches, which I’ve had on since approximately 7:00 a.m. I

braid my frizzy waves into two tight halos, tug on my boots, and snap on my velvet helmet. Ta-

da, I’m ready!Roughly two hours before my lesson.“Nice crash helmet, Wills!” My dad finds this

joke equally funny every time he says it. He thinks my turnout—the fancy word for gear worn by

#HorseGirls and their steeds—is hilarious. I find his cargo shorts and dad sneakers similarly

hilarious.And by the way, my real name is Willa, but everyone seems to find that extra syllable

just a liiiiittle too much effort, so across the universe, I am known as Wills. (Even Amara’s name

soars through the air. Just say it: Amaaaaaara. Now try Wills . . . thud.)But when we’re finally at

the stable, Clyde doesn’t care what my name is or how many times I have gently nudged his

flanks, asking him to please, pretty please, move. He only cares about staying right here. In this

exact spot. For the rest of time.My tongue flicks out another click-click.Nothing. I lean forward in

my saddle, then pull one of his reins to the right, hoping he might turn a little and slide into

gear.“Come on, boy,” I whisper as Amara glares at me. “I know you need your me-time, but

must it be right now?”It must, apparently. “I have snacks back at the paddock,” I quietly plead.

“Carrots! Apples! These all could be yours!”“Heads up!” Amara calls out again—several notes

shriller this time—circling around for a second approach.She’s aiming for an oxer jump—two

green-and-white-striped rails that can be configured a bunch of ways but are currently

staggered so that the front pole is a bit lower than the back—in the center of the ring.Exactly

where Clyde has parked us. Since I’ve been taking riding lessons for only a couple of months,

we aren’t supposed to be anywhere near the oxer.Clyde and I are supposed to be working on

ground poles. That’s when my instructor, Georgia, lays a few wooden rails flat on the ground,

then Clyde and I practice the steps and pace and positions and idea of jumping without, you

know, actually jumping.And we’re supposed to get the heck out of the way when the real

jumpers come through. That was the first thing Georgia taught us on day one. The number one,

most important, brand-this-in-your-brain rule. Otherwise, someone could get hurt.Or worse . . .

annoy Amara. Who has just veered around us yet again. (Ugh!!) Even Silver Streak is glaring at

me now, nostrils flared.Then, as if things weren’t bad enough, a deep voice rumbles: “Look

alive, Wills!”OMG. It’s my dad.Everyone at Oakwood—Georgia, the other girls taking lessons,

the stable hands, several camera-phone-wielding parents, Amara, and even (I swear) Silver

Streak turn to look at him as he loudly “encourages me” from the side of the ring. OMG.

OMG.“You’re blocking traffic, kiddo!”Oh no, Luis Valdez and Gray Dawson are looking, too!

(They’re the only boys who take lessons at Oakwood, and they’re a grade older than me, but

since they don’t know I exist, I try to keep the feeling mutual. Plus, if I glance at them, my

cheeks liquefy into a shade of extra-hot salsa, which is not a cute look on me.)I bend toward

Clyde’s ear, trying to hide my scarlet face in his black mane.“Clyde, I’m going to tell you a

secret,” I breathe. “You are the only one in the entire world who can save me right now.

Everyone is watching us. Are you familiar with the term ‘social outcast’?”There’s no response.

Guess that’s a no. He’s too busy enjoying his new career as a frozen ice sculpture.Amara

guides Silver Streak back into position.“Georgia?” she trills in a sickly sweet voice. “Wills

doesn’t seem to be paying attention?”Wait, Amara knows my name? Oh. Of course she does,



since my dad just blared it across the stable.“Remember your training, Wills,” Georgia chimes

in. I take a breath and snap into focus.“Go!” I command, giving Clyde a firm squeeze with my

calves and shifting my weight forward in one last, desperate attempt to save us from certain

horse-girl ruin.By some miracle, Clyde trots forward. Maybe I gave him clearer direction this

time, maybe he reconsidered the apple offer, or maybe he’s just as afraid of Amara as I am. In

any case, we make it out of the way—but just barely. Sweet relief!Amara and Silver Streak

gallop toward the jump—Amara in a two-point position, hovering just above his back. She

gathers her reins and leans into his neck, the thoroughbred gracefully lifts his legs in the air,

and she sinks closer to him as they float . . . majestically . . . magically . . . effortlessly . . .

through the air.Everyone in the stable stares, spellbound. I hold my breath. The world seems to

slow down as I, too, lean forward and shift in my own saddle—soaring vicariously with

them.Except I am now moving. And it is not vicarious.“Aaaaaahhhhhh!”Clyde takes off,

bounding after Silver Streak.Apparently energized by a serious case of FOMO, Clyde decides

he won’t be left behind at the boring ground poles. He strides closer and closer to the oxer as I

jostle in my seat, barely clinging to the reins as one of my clumsy feet slips out of its stirrup.I

slide off-kilter, slithering down the saddle leather. Suddenly the arena is zipping past me

sideways as Clyde’s medium-pizza hooves gallop away. Galumph-galumph-galumph!“Whoa!” I

yell, tightening my abs and attempting to grip the reins from my diagonal, half-upside-down

position.And just as he’s beginning to stretch his neck into a gigantic leap, snatching us both

into the Air o’ Doom, Clyde—for once—listens to me.Swooosh!He slams on the brakes,

stopping short and veering left.My body, still screaming along at full speed, misses the memo,

flipping above the saddle and then—wheeeeeeeee!—straight over the top rail of the oxer.And

into the dirt. Thud....My first jump!CHAPTER TWOBack at my house, I still feel like I’m soaring.

My muscles tingle with tiny lightning bolts. (Which could technically be the bruise that’s forming

over my entire body, but I’m going with lightning bolts.) Dad shrugs off his jacket and heads for

the kitchen. It’s Wednesday night, which means breakfast-for-dinner. Yessssss.“A feast of

pancakes,” he announces, grabbing a box of Bisquick from the top cupboard and hoisting a

spatula in the air. “We flip for horse flips!”OMG, please don’t let that be his new go-to dad

joke.“Hilarious,” I say, rolling my eyes and hanging my dusty helmet over my sister’s Mathlete

sweatshirt in the hall. It’s not my fault that Kay has a zillion smarty-pants sweatshirts when we

only have four hooks. The math is finally catching up with her.“You sure know how to make a

dismount.” Dad grins, then lifts a wooden spoon triumphantly to join the spatula. “A perfect

ten!”“That’s not how you score horse jumps,” I inform him.*But I’m too zapped from the day’s

adventures to be truly annoyed. Plus, I never argue when pancakes are at stake.“I’m just glad

you’re okay, Wills.” His voice drops to an I’m serious, young lady tone. “You have to pay

attention out there.”“I was!” I groan. “Why aren’t you lecturing Clyde Lee?”“I generally avoid

lecturing anyone taller than me—especially when they weigh two thousand pounds.”* He hacks

a slab of butter into the hot skillet, then glances at me, his eyes crinkling. “You should probably

clean up before dinner, kiddo. Unless you’re going for ‘barnyard chic’ this evening?”I catch my

reflection in the kitchen window. There are bits of hay scattered in my braids, and large clumps

of dirt have infiltrated my braces. It looks like I brushed my teeth with a chocolate bar (#goals).

But Dad’s right. I could use a good grooming.As I trudge up the stairs to my room, a strange

feeling rolls over me. I realize I actually, maybe, might be . . . happy? For the first time in a long

time.Sure, Clyde refused the jump. Yes, I somersaulted face-first into the dirt. And yep, after I

oh-so-elegantly staggered to my feet, I spit out a mouthful of mud. In front of the entire riding

ring.Amara laughed her perfect, dewy face off. Which meant all the other girls—especially her

blond minions, the Claremont triplets—giggled along with her, plus Gray Dawson and some of



the snobby parents in the bleachers. I think I even heard some whinnies from the paddocks.On

the upside, Luis Valdez didn’t laugh at all; he actually looked a little worried. Or maybe he was

just nauseous.My instructor Georgia made sure I was okay, then told me I had to get right back

on Clyde Lee. That’s her number two, most important, brand-this-in-your-brain rule. So I did.

For about two minutes. Then she said I was still looking a little green and maybe we should call

it a day . . .Anyway, the whole thing was completely, 100 percent mortifying. BUT! Georgia says

you’re not a real Horse Girl until you take your first fall. So, mission accomplished. I am now—

mouthful of mud and all—#HorseGirl official!Unfortunately, I am also

#AlgebraTestInTheMorning official.I flop down on my bed and yank off my size-ginormous

boots. Oooof, my rump is a little sore from the fall. Actually, my everything is a little sore. I

manage to drag my algebra workbook from my backpack, but I can only stare at the cover. I

know I should open it . . . but I’m suddenly very, very, very sleepy. I lean back into my pillow, just

for a moment—“Don’t even think about sitting on anything until you get those clothes in the

laundry!” Dad shouts from downstairs.“I know,” I grumble, slowly hauling myself upright.“And I

hope you left your boots in the garage!”“I did!” I yell, delicately kicking them under my bed.I

wriggle out of my mud-caked breeches and top, which used to be strawberry pink but now

looks like it’s been dipped in chocolate. I sniff the shirt to see if I really have to wash it . . . Um,

yeah . . . that’s gonna need some industrial-strength detergent.After a good scrub in the shower

and a spelunking attempt at flossing my braces, I cocoon myself in a clean, fluffy robe. Ahhhhh.

I gingerly pick up my stinky riding clothes and toss them down the hallway chute to our laundry

room below.“Heeeeeeyyyyyeeeeeee!”That ear-piercing shriek is my sister, Kay. She’s sixteen,

supersmart, and frequently “sensitive” (Dad says that’s what we should call it—instead of

“cranky” or “emotionally unhinged”). Especially if I come anywhere near her.“You just threw

your disgusting farm clothes on my head!”“It’s not a farm, Kay!”I slam the chute closed. Then I

remember the rest of my point and fling it back open. “It’s a riding academy.”“Livestock, vile

smells, an abundance of manure—what’s the difference?” she calls up.I peek my face down the

chute and catch a glimpse of Kay, who’s folding a pile of sweatshirts. She has the same dark,

frizzy hair as me, and she’s also what my grandmother would call “beanstalk tall.” But she

doesn’t try to hide it all the time like I do. She stands (and sits and sleeps and even folds) stick

straight—and she wears vintage cat-eye glasses.“Now my bangs have horse on them,” she

whines. “Wills, you know I’m allergic!”“Sorry. I thought you were still at quiz bowl practice.”“We

finished early,” she says, adding a little sneeze for dramatic effect. “And I didn’t want to miss

breakfast-for-dinner.”The only thing Kay and I agree on is breakfast-for-dinner. She likes

geology and geometry and school and homework and trivia and deadlines and show choir and

the mythology of Norse gods and irrational numbers and Spanish verbs and snowflake

fractals.I like horses.My dad says Kay and I should try harder to get along, because we all have

to be on the same team right now. It’s been a “challenging” year, or at least that’s what he

keeps calling it. I would call it a “sucky-bad-totally-unfair-awful” year.My mom is a pilot in the air

force, and this summer she got deployed to a base on the other side of the world. It’s 7,510

miles from Nebraska, to be precise. Or a fifteen-hour flight. Or eight time zones, four oceans,

and three continents away.Usually when my mom gets stationed somewhere, we all go with

her. So our family migrates a lot, just like geese. Fun fact: Wild horses also move from place to

place. Yet geese get all the glory! Sigh.Anyway, first we lived in Germany when I was a baby,

then Texas, then California, and now Nebraska. Nebraska is super different from California—

they call freeways interstates here, and there’s lots of cornfields, and you have to drive three

days to get to an ocean, and everybody waves and says hello to each other, even if they don’t

really know each other, and other weird things like that.But this time, my parents decided Kay



and my dad and I should stay in Nebraska while my mom’s abroad so that Kay can finish high

school in the same place she started. They said the matter was not up for discussion. Which

didn’t stop me from discussing it. A lot.Mom’s going to be gone for an entire year. And it’s only

September, so that includes next summer vacation. She won’t even be able to come back for

long weekends. Or major holidays—like Halloween! Or my birthday. (I asked. Twice.)I know it’s

a really big deal that my mom’s a pilot—it’s a huge accomplishment and an honor, et

ceterahhh. My parents say that sacrifice is just part of her job. But why can’t she have the kind

of job where she sacrifices in the same zip code as us?I guess they realized how upset I was,

because they finally let me sign up for riding lessons at Oakwood this year. I’ve gone on a few

trail rides before, but these are my first lessons at an official riding academy. My parents said it

would be a good distraction for me. And it was—because that’s where I met Clyde Lee, my

favorite distraction in the entire world.I look up at my herd of Breyer model horses, grazing on

the shelf over my bed. Before Clyde, they were all I had to keep me company when we moved

to a new city. They may look like “toys” to the untrained eye (or the annoying big sister), but let

me assure you—they are not.Breyers are exact, perfect, glorious replicas of the greatest

horses in history. And they are kind of a big deal to #HorseGirls around the world.I’ve got all

the famous racers—like Man o’ War and Secretariat—but my favorite is Dream Weaver. He’s a

beautiful caramel-apple-colored thoroughbred, with long legs stretched out into a full gallop

and a golden mane waving in the wind.During our last move, Dad accidentally set half a piano

on top of Dream Weaver’s box, and two of his hooves snapped right off. I superglued him back

together immediately, but he still kind of has to lean against Secretariat, or he’ll topple right

over. Which is exactly how sleepy I feel right—“Dinnnnner!” a familiar voice singsongs.My

breath catches in my chest. Mom! Maybe she’s come home to surprise me? Like on one of

those internet videos?“If you don’t come down soon, Wills, I’m eating your pancakes.”Oh. It’s

just Kay.I taste tears forming in the back of my throat. Kay sounds exactly like Mom, so I get

confused when she says something nice. I know Kay misses Mom a lot, too, but does she have

to be so “sensitive” all the time because of it? I sniffle, scoop up my homework, and shuffle

down the stairs to the kitchen.Hisssss. The smell of pancakes bubbling in the skillet wafts to my

nose and cheers me up, just a tiny bit. My dad glances at me as he flips another hotcake on

the stack.“Have you made any new pals, at Oakwood?”I bristle, rolling my eyes before he can

even finish his sentence.“First of all, nobody says pals,” I inform him. “Second of all, I doubt

anyone at Oakwood wants to be my pal—I’m the new-girl weirdo who just fell off her horse and

almost puked from a mouthful of dirt.”“Very on-brand,” Kay smirks. I throw some eye roll her

way.“And third of all, I don’t need any pals now that I’ve got Clyde.”“Got it, got it, and got it,” my

dad says, turning back to the skillet. “I’m glad you and Clyde are hitting it off. But you still have

to work on some human friends, Wills.”I sigh, then plop onto a kitchen chair next to Kay, whose

geography textbook is sprawled out into my area. But I’m too wrung out to complain. Except for

the sizzle of the pan, it’s strangely quiet in the kitchen.If my mom were here, she’d be singing

along with Dolly Parton while Kay and I finished our homework. I miss her singing so much. I

miss her calling me Willa, not Wills like everyone else. I miss how she smells—like peonies and

fresh nail polish. Mostly I miss having her right here—within hugging distance.Mom would have

told Amara to mind her own business at the stable today. And Kay to stop yelling at me about

the laundry falling on her head, because it was clearly an accident. And my dad to stop

embarrassing me in front of every single person he meets.“Dig in, ladies!” Dad announces,

snapping me out of my daydream. He stuffs his phone in his pocket and slides two piping-hot

plates in front of us. Kay smacks her textbook closed as I squeak my chair closer to the kitchen

table. She daintily tucks a napkin in her lap, then rolls her eyes as I shovel a giant forkful of



pancakes into my mouth.“Wills, you ready for that math test in the morning?” Dad asks.Ugh.

Can’t a girl eat breakfast-for-dinner in peace?“Arrrmost,” I say, adding a crunchy slice of bacon

to my mouthful of buttery flapjacks. I shuffle my algebra papers and sloppily pencil in some

equations, knocking over the syrup bottle in the process.(Oops . . . apparently, x2 "� 22x =

syrup.)As I try to wipe up the spill, a piece of ripped notebook paper tumbles out of my book to

the floor. I crawl under the table to grab it, but it doesn’t look like algebra . . . or my handwriting.

I lean in closer. It’s a note! Scrawled in sparkly purple ink . . .Dear W,You’re a better rider than

you knew‚Before you fell‚ you almost flew!It’s you the horses quite adore,So don’t give up

before you soar.—A friendWhoaaaa. Is this for me? Am I the W in question? I jerk back to my

seat and shove the crumpled paper into my book before anyone else notices.But the note can’t

be for me—I don’t have any friends at Oakwood. Except for Clyde, but he hasn’t quite

mastered penmanship yet. And it couldn’t be from Georgia, because she was in the riding ring

teaching the whole time I was at the stable . . .Blergh, I can’t think clearly because Kay is

droning on about her quiz bowl practice.“And then Sophia hit the buzzer at the very last

second, but she wasn’t sure if the answer was the Incas or the Aztecs. So she said the Maya!

And the other team tried to say she took too long to get her answer out, but then Mrs.—”Beep-

beep-beep-beep-beep. We all snap our attention to the phone in my dad’s shirt pocket, which

is now trilling and buzzing with FaceTime chirps.It’s Mom! For real this time!CHAPTER

THREESwoosh. My mom’s face zaps onto the center of the phone as the rest of us glide up to

a small rectangle at the top of the screen. We’re all back together—at least in pixel

form.“Helloooo, Nebraska!” she says in her sunny, booming voice. She may be thousands of

miles away, but it sounds like she waltzed into the kitchen and landed in the chair next to us.

Her dimple-to-dimple smile radiates through the camera, even under the sharp fluorescent light

of her bunk.“Ooh la la, breakfast-for-dinner,” she coos, ogling the plates of pancakes behind us.

“Did you save me a stack?”My dad proudly flips the screen around so she can see the feast he

whipped up. Mom grins and claps her hands in appreciation of his culinary triumph.As she fills

us in on her day, Kay and I lean in closer to soak her up. She’s wearing her tan flight suit with

all the patches I love—especially the one with the wings above her name.There still aren’t

many female pilots in the world—only 10 percent, actually. But my mom says to please call her

a pilot. The end. Not a female pilot. Just like you wouldn’t call someone a female rider. (She

knows speaking #HorseGirl gets my attention.)“Mom!” Kay practically bursts. “I get to compete

in the Knowledge Maestros quiz bowl next Friday—as a real member of the team, not just an

alternate.”“Woo-hoo, Kay! Show those Knowledge Maestros who’s boss!”“Won’t your chess

club groupies be jealous?” I tease her. Then I realize that Kay actually considers this a

compliment.She smiles broadly—a rare sighting in the wild. Kay and I have the same grin-

induced dimples as our mom, and the same dark curlicue hair. My dad’s hair used to be dark

brown, too, but it’s now what he calls, ahem: “Salt-and-pepper—because I like to keep things

spicy.” It’s awkward.“Mom, Mom!” I interrupt, aware of the minutes ticking away. It’s 7:30 p.m.

here, which makes it 3:30 a.m. there. Her shift starts at 4:00 a.m., but sometimes she wakes up

early to talk with us and, ugh . . . the math is exhausting. The point is, my time is brief and my

time is now!I blurt out the story of my riding lesson and Clyde and the jump and the fall and the

mud as quickly as I can.“Oh, sweetheart, what a day,” my mom says, shaking her head. “I’m

proud of you for getting back on the horse—literally. Sounds like you’re making some friends at

the stable?”“Did Dad tell you to ask me that?” I narrow my eyes in his direction. But he shrugs

in exaggerated innocence.“I thought these girls at the stable would be your people.” Mom lifts

her eyebrows hopefully on the screen.“My people is Clyde,” I reply flatly. “Horse friends are a lot

less trouble than human friends.”I consider telling her about the mysterious note in my algebra



book, but I stop myself. I don’t want to mention it in front of Kay—it would give her enough

ammunition to torment me for decades.It’s not the same without you here, Mama, I think. But I

don’t say that out loud, either, because I don’t want to make Mom sad. (Also? I don’t want Kay

telling everyone at school that I still say “Mama” and have deep talks with my Breyers. Can you

imagine if Amara found out? Or Luis Valdez and Gray Dawson??)Mom bores into me with one

of those smiles that’s a cross between “reassuring” and “disappointed.” Ugh. It’s a classic mom

trap.“Willa, I know this move has been tough on you, but you’ve got to try to make an effort to

make human friends, too. Too-too-too-too-too-too.”She stutters as the connection fritzes, mid-

toooooo.“Mom? Are you there?”But she only grins like a goofy mannequin, motionless on the

screen. First Clyde, now Mom. Why is everyone in my life freezing on me today?“We’ll catch

you next time,” my dad says softly, setting his phone down on the table. We all know my mom’s

got to get going with her day, just as we’re wrapping up ours.We stack the sticky plates in the

dishwasher, then I trudge back upstairs, lugging my homework in my arms. I flick on the lamp

by my bed and flop open my algebra workbook. The note is still there, exactly where someone

stashed it during my lesson earlier today.I trace the purple letters with my finger. I’m dying to

know who this mystery “A Friend” is, but I guess I’ll have to wait until I’m back at Oakwood to

do more sleuthing.Unless . . . oh no. No, no, no, no, noooo.“Dad, are you A friend?” I call

indignantly down the stairs. My dad bounds up to my doorway, quicker than I expect.“Of course

I’m your friend, kiddo! You can always come to me!” The creases in his forehead deepen.

“Everything okay? Is there something you need to tell me?”Ugh, I’ve inadvertently triggered his

After-School Special Parental Freak-Out Mode. “No, Dad, that’s not what . . .” I trail off. “Be

honest. Did you leave this in my algebra book?”I shove the sparkly purple note in front of his

face like I’m Nancy Drew catching a bumbling parent red-handed. But he just looks confused.

Then guilty.“Oh shoot, pumpkin. I guess I should have left you some kind of note after your

tough day. If your mom were here . . .” Now he trails off.“Dad, come on. It was just a joke. Ha!” I

fake a laugh to try to cheer him up.
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SherineT, “Loved it!. I’ve never written a review before but I had to for Horse Girl. It’s the most

wonderful story, funny, happy and great messaging.. would make a cool gift for any kid who can
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read (to be honest I loved reading it and I’m 40!). Buying a bunch more to gift them to my

nieces and nephews.”

Elizabeth Shea, “Such a Great Ride - Saddle Optional!. WHAT a treat!!!! My 7-year-old LOVED

this!!! Funny, smart and full of spunk, surprises, and teachable moments. Might sound corny,

but reading this with my daughter has been a real highlight of our year and relationships. We

talked about friendships and feelings, squealed together over mysteries and the twisting plot!

So much fun, can’t wait to read it again!!!”

Kate West, “A Fun Ride!. No matter how old you are, if you ever loved horses, this is a terrific

read. I was unable to put down this thoroughly delightful book. The main character is

completely relatable to anyone who has ever had an "awkward" stage (that's most of us, right?)

Also, you don't have to be a horse fan, but if you are ... bonus! Also ... horses! Lovely witty

writing that never looks down on anyone. A classic in the making. Nicely done.”

Angela Wilson, “My 12-year old girl says Horse Girl is “very original and funny”!. My 12-year

old, who knows good writing from bad, barely put this book down after receiving it. She loves

how easily she identifies with the characters, who she says are “awkward and quirky” like her

and her friends from school. While my daughter loves all animals, she hasn’t had much time

interacting with horses, but that hasn’t stopped her from fully appreciating the great storylines

in this book. Judging from how engaged my daughter been with Horse Girl, Ms. Seim has

succeeded in producing a fun and original story that will have kids of all ages enthralled!”

Rankins, “Horse Girl!. I just finished Horse Girl. I admit, based on the cover, I thought it was

going to be more graphic novel style, however it's not. It's still a good chapter book for all kids

who love horses.”

Sarah F, “Horse girl. Really good book I loved it and my mom's cousins friend in collage wrote

it!!!!! Everyone who is a #Horsegirl should read it!”

Tiffany Aldrich MacBain, “A book with real heart. I enjoyed this book most of all because the

protagonist is so relatable. She faces her struggles and works toward her dreams with good

humor and pluck, and along the way she's not afraid to give voice to her worries and

disappointments. These qualities make her seem very real and make it a true pleasure to

spend time with her. I also liked the quirkiness of her family and the mystery of the purple pen!

I've already given the book to one young reader and would enthusiastically recommend it to

others. Oh, and for readers who don't know much about horses, don't worry: there are fun--yes,

fun--footnotes to explain everything an aspiring horse kid needs to know.”

Susan R, “Horse girl approved!!. I’m always looking for books to inspire my 10 year old

daughter to read and this book did just that. She would not put it down until she finished, even

taking it to a horse show to read in between her classes, and that is the highest praise a horse

girl can give! Equestrians, horse girls, and anybody who has ever felt like an awkward middle

schooler will appreciate and love this book, horse obsession not required but encouraged!”

Jocelyn, “Great book. My daughter is 10 and loves horses. This was a great book and she

enjoyed reading it.”
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